DECORATIVE FILMS

Window Film

Please visit our catalog to see all models

The decorative films offer a wide choice of graphics and allow a personal touch changing your windows.
They hide the view letting the light in, no matter if their patterns are white, matt, stained or coloured flowers..
Use : Home windows, office boxes, computer rooms, hospitals, ground-floor premises, schools, workshops,
shop windows decoration, etc …
Application method :
Internal surface with soapy water.

* Personalize glazing
* Keep the privacy
* Keep the brightness
* Large range of designs
* Anti-scratch
* Easy to apply
* Require no maintenance
* It can be removed easily

INT 450 / 470

INT 212 / 435

INT 320

INT 530
INT 480

Prices strating from 12 Eur/ mp
Rolls: length = 2,5 / 10 / 30 m
width = 1,52 m

INT 288

www. alchimia. ro

STAINED GLASS
VIT 420

This film turns the glass into the stained glass. The light is subdued without
being faded. Glass doors to decorate, windows to reinforce to warm up the
atmosphere or hide an unattractive view, stairwells, bathrooms to color, living
room or bedroom to cheer, bow window, porches, window

Window Film

VIT 310

FLOWER FILM
VIT 640

VIT 530

These flowered films which are made on the basis of photos offer the
striking realism. The decorative aspect is visible from both sides of the
glass and transparency of motives allows light to pass, and makes the
sunlight spread the colored reflections on walls. The ink used for film
production has a strength graded 8 on the blue colors scale. This
means that it provides outstanding resistance to discoloration: the
colors remain bright and do suffer neither from time nor from sunlight.

FLP 194

FLP 192
FLP 193

FLP 191

Prices strating from 14 Eur/ mp
Rolls: length = 10 m
width = 0,6 m

